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Maintenance actions with a mending nature are: malfunction diagnosis, malfunction 
localization, malfunction repairing, through complete or partial replacement of one or more 
elements affected by malfunction and verifying the correctness of the maintenance 
operations.  
 Through maintenance we mean, the ensemble of all techno-organisatorie actions 
taken with the view to maintain or reestablish a product to the state necessary to fulfill the 
required function. Nowadays, maintenance has to be a partner of production [5].   
 Overseeing machines and equipment working in exploitation through parameters 
specific to the process of functioning (vibrations, temperature, etc.), is acknowledged as an 
important way to increase reliability, maintenance, cost reduction for production and 
exploitation. The porpoise for utilizing, monitoring installations or systems is to verify the 
functioning normality, to detect eventual deviation and supply support-information for 
decisions and diagnostication. 

A definition for monitorirization can be stated in such method: the action of obtaining 
information about the functioning state, in a given system, through some adequate 
observations about measuring instruments and machines, in order oversee and intervene 
with the view of corrections. 

In real functioning conditions, the gearing process has certain deviations versus the 
ideal conditions. These deviations are provoked both by the execution errors and the other 
transmission elements of the toothed wheels, and by the assembling errors. 
 The toothed wheels transmission dynamic is influenced by the following facts: 
• the rigidity variation of the gearing due to the variable deformations of the teeth in the 

process of gearing (the load is transmitted by a different number of teeth). 
• the technological errors of the gearing 
• the rotation speed, especially in those zones that correspond to the resonance 

phenomenon 
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